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 Initial Rating Non-solicited Non-solicited Update 
  Update Update  
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Credit Rating of     
Municipality of Vidin     

     

Long-term rating: В+ В+ (ns) В+(ns) В+ 
Outlook: stable stable stable stable 

Short-term rating: С С С С 
 
Bulgarian Credit Rating Agency is the only 
Bulgarian agency listed as eligible by 
Financial Supervision Commission and its 
credit ratings are acknowledged for its aims 
equally with these of the international 
agencies Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and 
Fitch. Up to now BCRA has assigned credit 
ratings to most of all leading insurance 
companies. In 2004 BCRA adapted the credit 
rating methodology of municipalities by ICRA 
(An associate of Moody’s Investors Service). 
 
Bulgarian credit rating agency (BCRA) reaffirms 
the long-term credit rating В+ to Municipality of 
Vidin with stable outlook and short-term rating 
С. The officially adopted methodology for 
awarding of credit rating of municipalities by 
BCRA is used (http://www.bcra-
bg.com/files/file_105.pdf).  
To elaborate the credit report and to assign the 
credit rating is used information from the rated 
municipality, Ministry of Finance, NSI, National 
Employment Agency, database of BCRA, 
consultants and other sources of public 
information.  
In 2009 the municipalities supported the growth 
of their own incomes reported during the 
previous year, however, the negative influence 
of the economic crisis led to a change in the 
trend of several main items. The Tax Incomes 
decreased by 17%, the growth of the capital 
investments made by the municipalities slowed 
up since their size remained insufficient for  
 
 

 
realization of their investment programmes. The 
descending trend of the Sales Property 
Incomes continued also in 2009.  
On base of the trends in the financial condition 
and legal framework of the municipalities, as 
well as the international economic crisis 
reflecting upon their financial condition, we 
estimate that the overall system risk related to 
their activity is retained moderate.  
In 2008 the population of Municipality of Vidin 
continued decreasing with significantly higher 
rates compared to the average for the country. 
The population structure changed slightly; the 
active and retirement-age population reported 
growth. In 2008 the production manufactured 
by the companies on the territory of the 
municipality increased its growth rate to 17% on 
yearly base. Industry remained a leading 
sector. Total sum of BGN 133 millions are 
invested in Fixed Tangible Assets, which 
presents annual growth of 62%. We retain the 
risk resulting from the external factors relatively 
high on base of demographic and economic 
characteristics.  
During the update period Municipality of Vidin 
realized Positive Operating Result amounting to 
BGN 773 000 due to the anticipating growth of 
the Current Incomes compared to this of the 
Current Expenses. There is a deficit from 
investment activity which is entirely covered by 
the operating surplus and the Municipality 
realizes Positive Net Cash Flow amounting to 
BGN 469 000. 
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In 2009 the Own incomes of Municipality of 
Vidin registered a downturn by 14%, as in line of 
the tax, as well as of non-tax incomes. Property 
Acquisition Tax registered a downturn by 52% 
compared to the previous year. The Incomes of 
Sale Property continued the decreasing trend, 
but the rate decreased to 1% per annum. The 
ownership Incomes were also declined by ~15% 
on yearly base. The Garbage Tax continued 
occupying the highest share – 6 % within the tax 
revenues. The Current Expenses registered a 
downturn of 12%. The Expenses for salaries 
decreased by 9% and the maintenance by 12% 
compared to the past year. In 2009 the 
Municipality made investments by 37% more 
compared to the past year.  
The Capital resources on function “Education” 
reported growth many times in 2009 but they 
remain over 2 times lower than these in 2007. 
The total expenses on function „Recreation, 
culture and religious activities” registered the 
highest growth of 17%. The expenses for public 
utilities registered growth of 12% on yearly 
base; the increase is mainly in the line of the 
investment expenses which share in the Total 
capital expenses is 78%. During the analyzed 
period the Municipality is positioned unfavorably 
in a comparative aspect by all analyzed 
indicators.  
During the update period no significant changes 
occurred in the Municipality management. The 
overall risk from operating activity we retain 
relatively high.  
Forecast with three possible scenarios is issued 
according to the possibilities for realization of 
particular infrastructure sites on operating 
projects as two of the scenarios are focused on 
the issuance of bond emission. According to the 
gained results the Municipality shall be 
characterized with good financial state and in 
case it adheres all the terms on the stages of 
the projects implementation, it will be able to 
meet its liabilities on the taken debts. BCRA 
estimate that the Municipality shall be 
characterized with good creditworthiness as in 
short-term, as well in middle-term aspect. 

 
 
Main Financial Indicators in BGN: 

 
(BGN) 2007 2008 2009 

 

Incomes for Local    
 

Activities without 10421150 11247883 10926863 
 

financing the Deficit    
 

Own Incomes 7528379 8393481 7246211 
 

- Tax Incomes 2165659 2911272 2246340 
 

- Non-tax Incomes 5362720 5482209 4999871 
 

- Subsidiaries and    
 

Transfers for Local 2892771 2854402 3680652 
 

Activities    
 

Capital Expenses 4500813 1104626 1513516 
 

Operating Result -1 459 158 -296 687 772 604 
 

Deficit/Surplus of local -3 763 735 33 588 469 430  

activities  
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